customer profile

ZF ELECTRONICS LOCKS THE DOOR ON THE
COMPETITION WITH CETOL 6 SIGMA
Headquartered in Pleasant Prairie, Wisconsin, ZF Electronics Corporation—formerly
Cherry Corporation—is a leading manufacturer of high-performance switches, sensors,
controls and computer
input devices targeting
specific industries that
require rugged, long-life
components
and
devices. ZF Electronics
supplies product to
nearly all of the major
manufacturers of onhighway and off-high
vehicles and all of the major appliance manufacturers. ZF Electronics is owned by
ZF Friedrichshafen AG, a $15B supplier to the global vehicle market, headquartered in
Germany.
The engineers at ZF Electronics were finding it more and more difficult to predict how
their assemblies would perform in the field due to the growing complexities. In
addition, they would go through multiple iterations to get the tolerances on tooling
adjusted in order to achieve their desire fit on assembled devices.
As a result, they began their search for a solution based on 3 primary requirements:
1) would work with their existing 3D mechanical CAD system from PTC, 2) was fast,
with very accurate results, and 3) would handle their GD&T requirements. After an
extensive evaluation, they purchased CETOL 6 Sigma from Sigmetrix.
They felt CETOL’s derivative based analysis method was faster and more accurate than
the standard Monte Carlo methods used by competitors and its tight integration to
Pro/ENGINEER and capacity to handle GD&T was better than other comparable
software on the market.

“We are finally able to control the
variation on our door latching features and, as a result, our quality
metrics with our customers are excellent— thanks to the use of CETOL at
the beginning of the development
phase and through tool construction
launch.”
— Alberto Carrillo
Pro Design Manager
ZF Electronics

Developing Innovative Products
CAD modeling systems, magnetic field
calculation for injection molding simulation for plastic components are just some
of the resources ZF Electronics is using
for the development of their products.
Besides latest technologies they rely on

They have been using CETOL for just over a year and have realized significant cost and
time-to-market benefits.
Inserting CETOL into their design process helped
ZF Electronics to:






Be confident in the design’s performance in manufacturing
Eliminate warranty claims
Reduce the number of prototype iterations
Deliver more designs on time

the experience gathered by their developers and designers in the fields of mechanical and electronic engineering coupled with a knowledge of the requirements of the specific application. Their
target: the continuous improvement of
mechatronics in motor vehicles.

THE CHALLENGE
Before implementing CETOL, the engineers at ZF Electronics, invested up to 60 hours
per design doing simple tolerance stack-up analyses using spreadsheets for assemblies
of no more than 5 parts. Even though there were relatively few parts, because of the
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complexity, it required an extensive amount of work that had
to be done by hand. The results showed only worst-case scenarios and the information was limited to just a few parameters.
“Two of our favorite features of the
CETOL product are the very precise
sensitivity analysis and contributor
analysis. These features help educate the engineer about his own
product.”
— Jonathan Pietkiewicz
Analytical Engineer

Even with their manual
methods of doing stackup analysis, they still
required up to 3 prototype iterations to tune
their tooling
design.
Each iteration costs up
to $8000, in addition to
up to 6 weeks production time involved.

Now they do minimal hand calculations and can complete the
analysis of complex assemblies in a couple of days instead of
weeks as was the case when they were doing manual calculations using spreadsheets. Its capabilities to run what-if scenarios and capture statistical data make it very simple to explore different alternatives to solve stack-up issues.
The results have been significant:







The engineers have been able to relax the tolerances for
some components and suppliers. By relaxing those requirements, they have a broader group of potential and
less expensive suppliers.



ZF Electronics’ customers have increased confidence that
the quality of the design will achieve their reliability
requirements. They have exceeded the 1.67 CpK quality
standard for the automotive industry.
Product development has more control and are able to
deliver designs on-time more frequently.

IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM
Shortly after CETOL was brought in-house, ZF Electronics put
the software to the test in a potential problem on their door
latch assembly. The mechanism could potentially send a signal to the instrument panel that the latch on the door was
locked when it was not. To ZF Electronics this was a potential
safety risk.
Using their spreadsheet methods, to alleviate any safety issues the engineers were very conservative in applying their
tolerances. Since they had to plan for worst case conditions,
they were then forced to use suppliers that could hold tolerances more tightly—which came with significant additional
cost.
Using CETOL, they were able to identify the areas that were
very sensitive to small variations and which ones contributed
the most to the variation in
order to determine the real
probability of these failure
conditions occurring. CETOL
was able to predict how
much each measurement
was impacted by manufacturing variation prior to going to production.
CETOL allowed them to create various scenarios in order to
finalize on the best solution. After running the what-if analyses, CETOL was able to predict the level of quality that could
be expected once the change was implemented.

THE RESULT
CETOL has made life easier for the engineers at ZF Electronics.
In the door latch mechanism, after using CETOL the final product had over 50% less variation than was possible using the
spreadsheet methods.

Engineers are spending less time on doing analysis for
assembly issues; they have more time to spend improving other areas of the design.
The designs are free of surprises because they can
prevent assembly or functional issues prior to building
the prototypes.



Since the first test, ZF Electronics has been able to reduce the
number of prototypes on most designs from 5 iterations to
one. In addition to the savings in the cost of the prototypes,
the major savings has been in the engineering, purchasing,
and production time.
No
CETOL
Prototypes
Time

Cost

With
CETOL

Cost

*Savings
—Per
Product

*Savings 8
Products

5

$300

1

$60

$240

$1,900

200

$20,000

40

$4,000

$16,000

$128,000

* Based on a fully-burdened rate of $100/hour

Each prototype iteration requires approximately 40 hours of
engineering time, alone. On a design with 5 iterations, that’s
200 hours of engineering time versus only 40 hours on a
single prototype as a result of using CETOL—resulting in a
savings of 160 hours of engineering time on a single design.
Between their engineering teams in Mexico and Wisconsin, ZF
Electronics used CETOL on 8 unique products last year.
The results have been so significant that ZF Electronics expects even more of their engineers to use CETOL as part of
their design process - throughout the concept validation
phase, during design validation and to solve quality and
manufacturing issues on designs currently in production.
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